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To: Atencio, Kathie[Atencio.Kathie@epa.gov] 
From: Smith, Terry 
Sent: Sun 8/16/2015 7:57:51 PM 
Subject: Re: Please review and comment before I send out to the EULs .... Message re: Data Template 
and Data Process. Also, is there a distribution list I should use? 

Kathie: 

You should be getting an email from Josh Woodyard, our EU Manager on some 
suggested edits to the process text. Also he should be sending you the flow chart as 
well. 

Terry 

From: Atencio, Kathie 
Sent: Sunday, August 16, 2015 2:53 PM 
To: Smith, Terry; Rauscher, Jon; Burgo, Daniel; McKean, Deborah 
Subject: Please review and comment before I send out to the EULs .... Message re: Data Template and 

Data Process. Also, is there a distribution list I should use? 

As the new EUL in Area Command, we will be using the attached data template that the data 
team and HQ EOC developed for all Regions to use. Also, I want to reissue what Chris Ruhl, 
Area Commander, sent out yesterday re: the process for data flow: 

Process to analyze data: 

As agreed to by HQ EOC, UAC, Regions 6, 8 and 9, the regional EOC environmental units (EU) 
will follow the data format used during the Deepwater Horizon response (since staff were also 
involved in that response, this format will be familiar to them) and will conduct validation on data 
collected and analyzed during the response. The process will be expedited for data validation by 
having each environmental unit in each of regional EOCs validate and then send such data with 
interpretations to UAC simultaneous with HQ EOC. UAC would review the data and 
interpretation with all participants in UAC, HQ EOC would simultaneously review the data and 
work with UAC on final interpretation. ORD is engaged in this process. Messaging would be 
developed through PIO working in coordination with PIO in HQ EOC. Once completed data and 
interpretation/messaging would be conveyed through UAC. Data displays for key chemicals of 
concern, GIS overlays, and a color coding chart will be part of the data packages. The UAC PIO 
will post the data on the EPA Gold King Mine website. Notification prior to posting will be made 
via the UAC to States, Tribes, and congressional contacts and the HQ EOC. Trending 
messages will also be developed once there is sufficient data for the analysis. 
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Thanks, 

Kathie, EUL AC 
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